POZVÁNKA

XXII. WORLD QUALITY DAY INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
XXII. ROČNÍK MEDZINÁRODNÉJ KONFERÉNCIE PRI PRÍLEŽITOSTI

SVETOVÉHO DŇA KVALITY

12. – 13. NOVEMBER 2015
GRANDHOTEL PRAHA
TATRANSKÁ LOMNICA

KONFERÉNCIA POD ZÁŠTITOU
EUROKOMISÁRA MAROŠA ŠEFČOVIČA

IS QUALITY A PHILOSOPHY OR IS IT A MINDSET?
KVALITA AKO FILOZOFIA ALEBO NASTAVENIE MYSLE?
Is Quality a Philosophy or is it a Mindset?

What is quality indeed? Each of us has been either replying to this question either asking himself or herself. We somehow got used to use this word in relation to the daily consumption stuff, investments, food, medical care, provided services, education... Quality marks and labels show up on product packages, billboards, company web sites. Criteria of their application differ and there is missing authority to clearly define objective procedures and ways of awarding. We try to materialize the way of acting and approaches to implement and fulfill vision and mission.

This year conference will focus onto topics linked to different views onto quality management and will bring insight into its application in the areas where expected least. Presentations will map not just current trends in standardization but also excellent creative problem solutions in day to day routine as well as extraordinary situations in organizations and their managers’ life. Standardization as the opposite creativity became a cliché that we will try to breakdown and bring the opportunity for discussion and opinion exchange. Because for us quality is more than just consistent rules follow up and criteria fulfillment.

Let us invite you to event to participate in discussion over the presentations focused onto current management system topics.

We look forward to meet you at the conference.

Slovak society for quality team
Conference program:
12. 11. 2015

8:00 – 9:00

Registrácia • Registration

9:00 – 12:00

Prednášky
• Štefan Baranec, Quality manager, Nemak s.r.o. – To change necessary to useful
• Peter Minárik, Executive Partner, Project management expert, COMM-PASS - Modern application of project management in quality area
• Peter Bílik a Erika Slivová, Quality manager ANASOFT APR, s.r.o. – Practical experience with quality management supported by MOM system
• Robert Farkaš, Sales Manager, ABB Slovakia – Robotics and quality
• Jozef Kováč, Quality and Regulatory Affairs Manager, Ekom s.r.o. – Quality in regulated area
• Alexandr Toloch, Executive manager ATTN Consulting s.r.o. – Quality management system as of quality or Quality start and finish by TOP Management
• Bofek Navrátil, Executive manager, Managerial Trainings – Quality brain massage - how and by what we are influenced every day

13.00 – 17.30

Prednášky
• Štefan Baranec, Quality manager, Nemak s.r.o. – To change necessary to useful
• Peter Minárik, Executive Partner, Project management expert, COMM-PASS - Modern application of project management in quality area
• Peter Bílik a Erika Slivová, Quality manager ANASOFT APR, s.r.o. – Practical experience with quality management supported by MOM system
• Robert Farkaš, Sales Manager, ABB Slovakia – Robotics and quality
• Jozef Kováč, Quality and Regulatory Affairs Manager, Ekom s.r.o. – Quality in regulated area
• Alexandr Toloch, Executive manager ATTN Consulting s.r.o. – Quality management system as of quality or Quality start and finish by TOP Management
• Bofek Navrátil, Executive manager, Managerial Trainings – Quality brain massage - how and by what we are influenced every day

19.00 – 22.30

Social event and raut

Memorandum of cooperation with Lithuania partner organization
Quality award of personal contribution / ZSVTS Award
Sponsorship prize toss
Conference program:
13. 11. 2015

9.00 – 10.30 Prednášky

- Milan Šesták, President, Slovak society for quality - SSK statement to working group Education meeting conclusions
- Peter Madzík – Žilina University – Relationship of practice and university education
- Marcel Pecník, Director and project manager, InTech z.p.o. Žiar nad Hronom – Example of change leading to quality – school transformation
- Branislav Bleha, Demographer, prodean for development of Natural sciences faculty UK – Demographics development, education and employment. What can demographics say about human resources quality
- Student work presentation - winner of SSK prize in „The Best Student Project 2015“ contest

11.00 – 12.30 Prednášky

- Vladimír Žabár, consultant and auditor LRQA - Auditing based on risks
- Pavol Plevjak, Director, DQS Slovakia, s.r.o. – Current state and planned changes in automotive standards

Conference is an event supporting the Week of science and technics in Slovakia in 2015.